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AJJS'l'RACt 

If fhrming pl'~lcticc~ arc degrading the .land by clthancitlg !Hllinisation nnd soil 
erosion, and the apprnptintc way to deal with the problem J!-j by pJnnting u·ees or 
regenerating native bush, lhrmcrs nrc faced with several questions. Assuming a tathcr 
homogenous nrcn \vhcrc ~roppillg yields huvc been decreasing, when should u fill'met stop 
cropping and ~tart planting'! Conversely; when should crnpping be resumed'/ On a long 
term basts. what is t.hc cconornlcally optinml pattern hclwceJl cropping nnd land 
rehabilitation'? Ho\v do difl'ct'ctwcs in ~o~oil quality nnd ·~eluted p1oductiott and rehnbilitution 
rates affect Jl1UI1Hgcmcnt outcornes'? The basic qucsUon is first: investigated. in terms of 
optimal ~witching times~ when switching incurs a cost, lhcn optimality conditions arc 
derived for the thrce-stnge prnblcm. Finally! the prnctical tete vance of the study ls assessed 
given the t•cnl situations fimners face. Namely, sputiul synergies, such ns nlloy .. c•·opping, 
arc likely t.o be pt·cfcncd to temporal solutions. But the time dimension w.iJI never be 
absent from sushthmble farm mnnugcmcilt. 

Keywords: Sustninnblc ugticullurc~ optimul control; land rehnbilitatiom salinity 
management; phnse farming. 



1 INTRODUCTION : PROaLEM DtSCRlPtiON 

1.1 Phase fanning: a typical example 

-Generics 

The problem addressed here is best Introduced by the followilig example. 

Consider a fanner and a homogenous area of flat land dedicated to annual cropping. 

Over the years. cropping degrades the land in soma way1 thereby reducing yields. 

Although falling yields rntty be offset by increased inputs~, this raises costs and 

ult.imately reduces profits. At some stager the land is in such poor condition that 

cropping must be stopped and. unless the la.nd be abandoned, some form of land 

rehabilitation is initiated. Thi~ assumes no lar'ld use other than farming is profitable. 

During the rehabilitation phase. over the years, the land and its productive potential is 

gradually restored, but .at the cost of forgone profits from not cropping. rhus. during 

rehabilitation, two opposh1g forces are at worl<:. On the one hand, increasing land 

quality implies increasing future yields and profits~ whilet on the other hand. forgone 

profits from not cropping accumulate. At some point. when the land has recov~red 

enough of its productive potential, it becomes preJerabte again to .reve.rt to cropping. 

And the cycle starts over again. 

,. This description .ia not complete~ however. At the time of the first switching, from 

cropping to rehabilitation. thet·e are costs associated~ typically in the form of an up ... front 

investment. Likewise~ another up.,front Investment rs assoeiated With the second switch. 

from rehabilitation back to cropping. At both Umas~ switching from one activity to the 
other Is not frictionless, it Incurs a cost 

The problem then is to know what ar~ the optimal switching times from one 

activity to the other such that some performance function ot the farm is maximised over 

a given time horizon. For Instance. this function could be the sum of discounted profits 

over the whole period, or the value of the land at terminal time, The problem may have 

a finite horizon, relating to the farmer's retirement, or an lnfinite one. relating to the 
sustainability of farming practices fat' future generations. 



Choosh1g when to switch Is not the otiiY decision available. The typ¢ or Intensity 

of rehabilitation, which may be more or less costly, is also a decision variable~ LikeWise. 

cropping inter1sity, or the type of cropping system, may affect the rat.e of land 

degradation over time. 

·Specifics 

Many real .. world examples correspond to this type of problem. One of 

importance fn \ft'estern Australia rotates to soil salhilty In the dryer wheatbelt areas. 

Clearing of the original vegetaHon, deep .. rooted woody perennials, and replacement by 

short·rooted annual crops and pastures. have l"nocked the water cycle system off 

balance. Deep .. rooted shrubs .and trees tapped water down to some depth and their 

high level of evapotranspiration. due to the hot and dry climatet kept the level of saline 

groundwater low. With tha trees and shrubs gone, the salina watertable rosa closer to 

the surface. eventually in some praces hitting the crops' root systems. Where this has 

happenedt yields or profits per hectare have fallen (Williams, 1989; Hall & Hyberg, 

1991; Ferdowsian et at.~ 1996; State of the Environment, 1996). 

One solution CALM1 and others are looking into for reversing the process is the 

planting of' oll mallee trees (Bartle et al., 1996). This tree species has been vieWed With 

some hope because not only should it reverse the sa.linisation process, It should also 

produce revenues to the farmer by yielding essential oils for the solvent Industry. This is 

obtained by processing the leaves of the oil mallee. 

In this case, the cost at switching from cropping to rehabilitation by trees mainly 

involves the planting of the trees and their protection in early years, With the reverse 

switch, a cost may be associated with removing the stumps, either mechanrcatly or 
otherwise. However, if new technologies and new markets allow for the wood to fetch a 

high enough price, the cost associated With thrs second switch may b~ negative, 

meaning a positive net benefit. 

Similar problems may involve restoration of land fetUUty in the form of organic 

matter content. soli structura {due to sofl compaction, hard pans •. waterlogging; and so 

forth) and water retention capacity. rhe fdea here ts different from the more clc:lsslcal 

remedies. where restoration of some aspect of land quality takes the form of fnputs. 
Nutrient deficiency can be restored by fet1illser appllcatfoh~; watet deflcfenolesf where 

1 
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possible, by ftrig~tio11; acidity, by liming. In the present cas~. restotatioh demands a 

time·consumihg function excluding, partially or totally, the initial most profitable ~ctrvlty. 
Obviously. however. this setting is neithGr gE!neral nor always appropriate. 

1 2 Qualifications and refevanca 

Solutions to land degradation may be timo-dependet1l or space-.dependent, or 

both. The problem stated as above 1s time-depandent. An obvious alternative to dense 

tree plantations in alternation with cropping Is combining both simultaneously into some 

agroforestry pattern! such as alley cropping. Another possibility is choosing strategic 

paddocks where trees should be plar1ted on a permanent basis, allowing crops to thrive 

1n adjacent paddocks. Many other configurations are possible* depending on local 

topography and hydrogeology. 

What we are concerned hare ts th(1rofore with a special case where switching 

from cropping to treo plantations and back over time would make sense. Such a system 
would prod~Jce a form of shifting cultivaUon on the farm~ whereby, once the system ha$ 

reached an equilibrium (or mora ngorously~ n $leady stat.e). an optimal proportion of 

the farm would be in trees and another In crops at any tirtle. Such a scenario heavily 

depends, however. on at least three assumptions: the ll'md is homogenous. the 
topography is flat, and relative prices and costs retnafn constant over time. This means 

that only vertical movements of saline groundwater are relevant and not horizontal 

movements. In reality, land is hilly, and groundwater moves from higher to tower areas~ 
As we shall see. howevor. evan with such slmplificatich$. the problem.ts not an easy 

one to solve. 

2. PROBLEM CHARActeRISATION 

2.1 Previous lnv~stigatlons 

This type of problem seems to have been first t;~ncountered tn t~$outee 

r ,anagement In problems involving a switch to backstop technologies Jn extractive 
industries (Hoel, 1918; Dasgupta et l:ll., 1982), ihe problem lnver;tig~tcd I$ that of 



exerc1stng somo control over the time at which such technologies become profitable-. In 

other contexts. problems of thts kind have ln\lolved doUvery Jags associated wrth the 

acquisitton of new capital goods, when some control over such lag$ is sought 
(Rossana. 1985). A gonaral charact.erisauon has been given by Tomiyama (1965) for 

two-stage optnnal control processes. It was axtended by Tomlyama and Rossana 

(1989) tn the case where the petformar1ce function explicitly depends on the switching 

ttme. The mtroduchon .of non .. len:> SWitChing costs wa.s introduced by Arnit (1986) in a 

key application that u1volvea the switching from primary to secondary petroleum 

recovery. Kamten a.nd Schwart~. in tho second edition of their book {1.991), point out 

that such problems are somewhat anaJogous to the existence of discrete jumps h1 the 

state variables of the sy$tem. An extsnslon to multi .. stage switching problems is carriE:ld 

out by Sa bad {1 P95), using multlproco.ss theory •. 

A slightly different version ot this problem was taclded by Hertzf$r (1990). the 
matn difference with our problem was the non .. existence of a cost to the switching 

function (In the notatton bafow. th~ ¢1 functton was always zero)~ The procedure 

developed was applied to the long term management of son acidity using liming as a 
control (Hertzler, 1995). ihe problem was to know when to lime and when to stop 

liming, given dynamic fnteracttons between topsoil and subsoil acidity. In this 

formulation, the problem was concave in tim~ and general solution$ coUld be identified. 

In our case. as will app~arl this is no longer true. Also. Hertzlar solves for the $t~ady-. 

state. assuming the system has got there. In our case, the world may have changed 

considerably before a steady .. state is ever reaohad. The important aspect Is the flt$t 

stages of the transition. 

Other work has tacklad the economics of land .rehabilitation and mora 

particularly salinity abatement. Examples are Gomboso and Hertzler (191H). and 

Hertzler and Barton (1992)f However, these approaches focw~ed on the management 

of the rehabilitation phase itself. The switching problem was hol cohl':lideted. Simllarly, 

Wang and Lindner (1990) examine the rehabilitation of degraded ran9eland$ with 
stochastic effects on range re"growth, but again wrth no switching problem~ 



2.2 Gemnal formulatltm 

• Tl1e twa .. stnge prol:Jiom 

The:. basic formulation of tho problem as doscrib~d above is given by Atnlt 

( 1986). lt covers only tho Hrst two periods. and involves only one switch. n CAn be 

written as follows; 

l. f· 

(2.1) J = max J f1(t, x(t). u(t)l dt + J f1(t. x(t). u(t)] dt .. <p (t* X(lt l, U{h)) 

subJect to 

(2.2) x'(t) = 
g~.[t. x(t), uU)J for tt ~:. t ~~ t} 

In this formulation, J measures the not praf:lant value of the land~ f1 and f~ arc 
the two objecUve functions associated, in our exarnpre, respectiv~ly with profits from 

..:rapping and with revenues from rnaHea oil production. ~rhe funcUort trt represents the 

cost of switching from cropping to rehabilitation. namely lh terms of tree pl~ntlng and 
initial protection. The switching time Is tt and separates the first cropping period (to ~ttl 

from the second rahabilltatlon petiod (h. t2l· ibe funouon x(t) is the stat~ variable and 
represents land qualltv or •. In our ~xarnple, salinity maasured as the depth of a. rsaline 
watertabla.. The function u(t) is the control variable. For the rahabllltatfcm phase, It may 
represent tree density or· number of trees per hectare. 

lhe con$tralnts are given by diffsrenUaf equations. eaHed the equations of 
motion of the systern~ and describe the. dynamics of land quality depending on Wht.lt 

phase is active, cropping or rehabilitation. In our exampl~. the ffrst ~quatlon, given by 
the function g1 

t would tytHcally be negaUve and doaprfbe a decreasing saline watertable 

6. 



depth. lhe second equatit . would be positive and describe an increasing watertable 

depth as a function of time, tho current lew~l and tree density; 

This problem seeks to dot:arrnh1e the value of tt (when to switch) and the value 

of u{t), say tree density. such that. J. be maximised over the entire period spanning from 

tnttial to to final f2. A general procedure does exist tor defining optimality conditions, 

although in practice solutions come by through the use of numerical algorithms (Wong 

et al., 1985: Teo & Jennings~ 1091; stewart, 1992). 

• T11e mufti .. stage prabtom 

Our problem as described h1 the introduction is a generalisation of AtnW$ (1989) 

and Tomtyarna's (1985) problorns~ in that it involves not two, but many. possibly an 
infinite number of stages. In light of Sa bad's (1 P95) work however* it .remains a two· 

proceos (or two~phase} problem, with cropping and rehabilitation being the two 
processes. 

For clarity, it may be noted that different perlodisations are involved in this type 

of problem. Phases or rJroccsses may dastgnata the type of different activitle$1 auoh as 
cropping and rehabilitation. A third phase or process could be Imagined tn sequence to 

the other two. Oyclesare the number of full sets of phases over time. e.g~ the eropping.
rehabilitation cycle2

• Stt1ges define tho number of thnes a phase or process Is 

considered. A three.-stage, two-phase problem would, for Instance, look at the following 
sequence of cropping and rehabilitation, of the form C··R .. o, Finally. periods count tirrte 

unlis, such as ·years. Sach phase usually has .a different number of time p~rlods. 

outside steady-.atate conoltlons, each stage .also haa a non-constant number of time 

periods. Thus, our problem Is potentially a two-phasE}, multl.,stage, multl·p~rlt?d problem. 
Its genetal formulation must allow for the alternation of the two phase$, e.ach <>f 

which would typically have differentdurattons (the cropping ptJasQs would usually be of 

different lengths compared to the tohabllitation phaaea), Furthermore, the ~uratlon of 
each cropping (rasp. each rehabilitation) stage would differ, until a steady .. stat~ I~ 

reached, If aver. The problem can be generalised as follows: 

2 
J Note thnt talrlllmM' ur~ mt<lther tmrf of eye lei bpecmc Inn U,iVUll phusc~ rtc,r instnnce, u .t1sed S.¢~lt1¢11C~ <Jt 

crops during th~ cropping phase, c 

1 



j't 1::1: d ':.• ···~ 

(2.3) J ~:: max !: { J ft[t, X(t), u(t)} dt + J. f[t. x(t), u(t)J dt 
I. ll •: I 'a·~ 

.. tp$Jk (t, .X(bk+1}• U(bktt)) 

.. IP;!IH1 (t! X(t2kt:.l)l ~(t;.>k-t~)] } 

subject to 

g1 (t,x(t),u{t)) for tf'k~tsbk+t 
(2.4) x'(t) = 

g~ [t1 x(t}. u(t)l for t~ktt s t ~ t~k+~ 

X( to)= Xo; 

where, this time. both swltchas appear explicitly and recurrently. The optlrnality 

conditions for this generalised problem are analogous to the two~stage one. but, of 

course, more Involved. 

Using thesa general guidelines. optimality oondiUons may be derived, starting 

with the two-.stage specification. 

3. DERIVING OPTIMALITY CQNDltlQN$ 

3.1 The ba$IC' method, two-stage problem 

For the ba$IC two .. stage problem, the general procedure is to first form the 

Hamiltonians H1 and Ha ofthe system (Amltr taea: Kamien & Schwartz. 1991): 

(3.1) 

the interpr~tatrorr of which cornea In term~ of dynamh;i' annual profits, m~at1lng the. 
current profitf;l f:lffectt3d by all dlscouht~d futur~ lo$ses and safns. Art and A.g. functions of 

time, are Lagrange multiplier functions (or the cosfata variable$) and 111easure the 

8 



marginal valtJe of tamJ quality (the state variable). given land g. 'rhere are two standard 

opttmal control concJitions for optlmaJity, namely: 

Hu.l~ 0 and .i't = .. H~J for t,l ·~~ t !; l1 

(3.2) 

Hui]ll:: 0 and ;.,.'~~~· Hl!i! for tl t ~ t:~ 

plus two conditions spcmif1c t.o thiS typa of problem: 

wtth the usual terminal conditions written as: 

(3 5) H2(t:?l r;; of 

where the notation Hu means the partJEtl derivative of H relative to u~ or 

Hu :::: iJH I iJu. and 

!,.' = dl!t I dt " 

~~x = am 1 r>x 
and tha notations A.·u,).,~ and ,~ .. (h) mean tho VAiuo of l.(t) just to the left and just to the 

right of t1 respectively.· knowing that In general they are not equal (whence the analogy 

to problems with Jumps in tha1r state variables). 

condition (3~3) states that if there is s time 1t at which H1 less the marginal oost of 
switching from g1 to gi? equala Hz, the11 It Is optimal to awHch at t1. condition (SAJ th$11 
adds that If such a switch cwcuts, then the marginal value of the ~tate variable (land 

quality) evaluated according to f, and g s. plus the marginal oost with respect to land 

quality, must equal the marginaJ value of land (1uallty evaluated a~cording to fa and g2, 



3.2 Application to the three•stagtl Ct'opplng ~ rt.lhabllltaUon problem 

A goneml solution procodure lo our prublotn ls yet to be obtained~ Here, we 
restrict ()Ursalves to an Initial invostlgatlon, exploring optlnlality conditions In the first 

three stages. It muy ba raali~Hld that the corrospomJing time poriod may span wall over 

1 oo years, maanfng that the charactoristics of furl her cycloa will depend dramatlcnlly on 

uncertainties in futuro tochnologioa and prlcoa. 

Tho profit function during th.o croppirtrJ phaHo mny ba wrman in tho following 

general form: 

(3 6) (X t X t } . «(I l I 
. 1t , ~ul o. n. o 1: 

while the~ revenue function durinrJ tho rohabilltatu:m phase may bo wrilten as 
(3.7) R(X,t.u,Xn,t~~) e Ht · t,} 

where X Is tho 1mfox tor land quaHtyt namely salinity or watsrtable dapth. u Is soma 

control variable, hkn cropping Jntot1Sily ot· t.rea density, Xo and to am initial land quality 

and Initial tlma raspaotivaly, and r is Um diacaur1t rate. 

The geneml formulation for tho 3 .. staga problom thon is~ 

(3.6) J =Max J tt!{X,t,u,Xo.lol o •u·•,,l dt 
,., 

+ J Rt(X,t,u,Xhlt) a til' 1o) dl 
tl 

.1~ 

+ f n2(X~t,u,X~,t2l tf111
• 
1
n
1 dt 

subject to the constraints 

lO 



f1(X, u. l) 
X' = ft,(X, u. t} 

b{X. u~ i) 

xfhln gtven 
X(t1), th X{t;)~ b X(t1}. t~ froo 

X(t) :~ 0 Ior all \: 

The J-.'amlltontnns of tl'la iilyatom am giVen in each stag.e by: 

• 1n swga 1, croppin'J pllrH:la: 

H1(t) ~ ttt(Xlt,utX(htn) a''' 1
1,
1 + l~t(l) ft(X. u, t) 

~ 1n stago 2, rehabilitation phm:w: 

H;•{t) :.t. At(X~t~U,X~ttt) om. '~l·t· /,At) f~~(X, u, t) 

- in stage 3, again croppJno phaaa: 

H ,(t) = 7t:((X,t,u,x~}~b) a "1 'd + A.,{t) b(X, u~ t) 

(3.aa) 

(3.9b) 

(3.90) 

Tho procodum involves "solving baol(wetds". Assuming t2 to bo found alrc~ady, we 

determine tha optimal solution for phasG 3, by .aatung tha partial darivatlvo.a of the 

Hamiltonians (H), the Lagmngians {L} and tha tlma derivatives of the costa to varlablea 

(1 .. ) equal to zero.: 

(3.1 0) 

A-3(1) = 0 
()[,\ illl\ ... ':'._ ... ;:::: ,..,~:"·~,,. + H3 ;:; 0 ax rJ.\~ 

()/l;, iJU 1 .• u t I ... t}/'} 
'";J;;~t;;. ;;;;~( •) (i 

1 
0 + '~-~(t) )J;;, (Xr U, t) 



(ll.\ rill\ 
-a;,~,.= d~,. + P:a = 0 

iii II arc, . t!t t l arl -;;;;-= ~7ft~ ( . ) e· · (' + /q(l) i);; (X, u, t) 

I attj · · fft ( \ . arl A. ~{t) = .. ~7);~ ( . ) e· · . n - A.,(t) D_~.~ (X, u, t) 

cJl...t ()HI 
~~= -· - +ll1=0 av: ax 

The Lagrangian multipliers ~t'h H:e. ~t:1 are determined by the fact that tho water level is 

not allowed to be negative (that is, rise above the surface). We therefore need to 

incorporate the Lagrangians. We also havs: 

(3.11) ~tttX(t} = 0 for to~t~~ft 

ft~.X(t) = 0 for tt 5 t ~ t~ 

g3.X(t) = 0 for tl ~ t ~ l1 

We could also introduce an e.xtra constraint of the type X(t) ~ X(to) for the start of the 

third stage (second cropping phase). 

The matching conditions at t2 are given by~ 

(3··.12 .. ). H (t) ()rp,_ (x··. t ·) ·· ·rtt·t J · · ·· ·(X t· ) · ·ttt·t ~ H.· (. ) • ~ ~ ... -;- 2• 21 u e 0 + r cp2 . 2t 2; u . 0 o' = . ·~ t2 m: 

If there is no suctl. t~h then the swJtch from rehabilitation back to cropping do.es hOt 

take place. This could happenf for Instance. if revenues from trees were high eH1•.,~ugh. 

The matching conditions at tt are given by; 

12 
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( 3.1 3) H, (I •l • ~~ (X,, t., u) e t~• ',' + r <p,(X, t~o u) e·•t• ·'.
1 

"' H2(1t) 

rh/>1. X . .. ·tll·ll . + /.,(h)+~"":}'-· ( ,, hi Lh) e " = A.~(t1 ) 
(L\ 

If there is no such Lt. then the switch from cropping to reh~tbilitatlon does not take 

place, and the farmer simply goes on cropping. This could happen, for IMtance, if 

cropping was very proli!able at1d if tree$ yielded no revenue and producad slow land 

rehabilitation rates. 

4. EXPLOAING A SPEClF1C PROaLEM FORMULA 'fldN 

4.1 speci'fying the functions; information needs 

Considering first the cropping phase, it appears reasonable to define a profit 

function n(.) related to crop yieldsi prices. and costs, typically: 

(4.1) n(.):;:: (p.Y{X,),. C) e It where r Is the discount rate of fUture er;trnings. 

x, measures the depth of saline watertable andY Is crop yield. ihlb formul<ttlon would 

assume price and cost invariance, where In reality one should write p "'p(t) and 0 = 

C(t), possibly stochastic. 
As a function of soil salinity, that is1 as an inverse function of waterta.bte depth; 

crop yields may be expected to follow a falling logistic curve~ of the type; 

4 . Y(X) .·· Ynat ( .2) . I :;::·~~t) 
with Y(Xo) ~Yo given 

where Y "'" Is the maximum averaQB crop yield corresponding to taro salinity, w the 

speed at which yield falls with lrtcreaslng salinity and v a scaling parameter. iha reason 

for a logistic Is simple ¢nough. Before the saline watertal:lle hits the zone where thil root 

system ot tha crop Is sensitive. decreases In watMable depth do not mut:l1 <~lfeot 
yields. Whan the water level reachE!S this tone, thlrtgs start happening very ijUickly, 



until, in the last ·zone, crop yields are already close to zero so that any further ihcreases 

in water levels hardly have any further effect. As will appear later ·~)gistio functions may 

lead to difficulties In integratior1. and may have to be replace,·J by simpler. even if less 

appropriate, functions. such as an adjusted polynotnia.l. 

The equation of motion during the cropping phase may plausibly be reduced to 

a constant rate, independent of time, such that 

(4.3) X'{t):::.: o < 0 for to<! t ·~~ t, 

meaning that., under cropping, irrespective of cropping mtensity or rotation types, land 

degrades at a characteristic rate, o (in meters/year)~ arguably site specific. 

In contrast. under reha.bilitaticm with block tree plantations, the rate at which the 

watartable drops should depond both on the current level and on the control variable, 

tree density. The relationship is of the logistic type. thus: 

(4.4) X'{t) = pX,{'1 .. Xvm).Dt for 

where ~., is the intrinsic rate of watertable fall pet unit time, m is the maximum distance 

of wate1table to the surface as a result of tree pumping, and Dt is tree density; il1 

trees/ha. Tree density Dt is taken to affect reduction in watertable levels linearly. This is 

true only within reasonable bounds. namely before tree competition for water sets in. 

References for the rehabilitation phase are still few. Work like that of Schofield (1990) 

and Bell et al. (1990) is hard to come by. 

The revet1Ue function during rehabilitation wm depend on the average revenue 

per tree (A) in terms~ fc;r Instance; of leaf mab3riat produced tor mallee oil •. on the 

growth function of the trees G{t), and on tree density Dt. Thfs yields the expression; 

(4.5) Hev(t} :;:. R.G(t).Ot .. e·11 

Again. in reality, we would have R ;:; Fl(t), possibly stochastic. G(t) is the harvestabfe 
growth function of the trees as a function of time .• the f.act that G(t) does not appear as 

a control variable means that the tree species has been pre•specifled em other grour1ds, 

presumably agronotrU¢~ A more general fo.rmulatioh would also a~ek to ·optimi$e th~ 

i.4 



tree species as a function of some characteristic, but this involves further 

complications. G(t) may be given by a. spline function. such as: 

(4.6) G(t) =G (1 .. e 9\
1

t
1
) if t>t 

= 0 otherwise. 

G(t,l) =Go given 

where § is the maximum canopy mass~ or leaf production per year, and g is the growth 

rate of the canopy as a fUnctiOi1 of time. and 1: is the time lag bofore which the leaves 

yield no revenue. Note that although factors like salt concentration In the watertab(e 

affect tree growth and rehabilitatiol1 efficiency, they are site specific and can be 

considered as given. 

Frnally. the cost of switching from croppit19 to rehabilitation may be considered a 

linear function of the number of trees,. where to a fixed cost per ha Co is added a unit 

cost Ct of planting a lid protection per tree, such that ttl :;:;; Co+ c,.o,. 

4.2 Formulating a specific two•stage rehabUit~tion problem 

With these assumptions. the two .. stage problem becomes. with to= o; 

subject to the constraints 

l5 < 0 
X'(t);::: 

pX,(1 "' Xtlm)fOt 
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There is only one control in the rehabilitation phase, namely tree dehsity, and t\o control 
in the cropping phase. This is because 011ce cropping is chosen, cropping practices do 

not affect much the dynamics of watertable movements. 

Quite obviously, the operational value ot such a model hinges on the validity of· 

the functional forms. specified in equations (4.2) to {4.6). Much work neads yet to be 

done to reduce the uncertainty surrounding them, and to lend credibility to nutneric 

simulations. 

4.3 Problem formulation for mote than two $tages 

The equivalent problem for the general multl~stage. case Is, again with to ~ o~ 

subject to the constraints 

3 < 0 
x'(t) = 

PXtO • Xtlm).Oi 

k;::: (0 .• 1, '**• n) s N 

X(to) := Xu given; 

.. (Co+ o"o"~l\+·11 e r~~··l 

... [Kti + (K1 "'V) Dt.~~Ht} e ·ttu.~ } 

where the heW variables Ko , K1 and V refer to the secohd switGh. front rehabtlltation 
back to cropping. Ko is a fixed per hectare cost related to land preparation and K, a 
variable p~r tree cost. typlc~lty related to de.:stutnping. V ts the stock per unit sale 
value of the trees on tf3moval for cropping. lt may be that V > Kt + Ko and so the cot;t of 

switchfng from rehabilitation back to cropping may be negative. meaning a net pa!;;ftive 

benefit per hoctaref The effect$ ot such a .$Witching benefit ohr tor Instance. the length 
of cropping phasesls not straightforward, The model would need to be $olv~d, 
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5. CONCl.UD~NG COMMENT$ 

The problem : multistage two .. pltasa optimal control With switching costs 

The type of problem examined in this paper is a difficult one. No solution has 

been attempted as yat. Rather,. a rigorous ronnulation and a chara.cterit?ation of 

optimality conditions have ~oen sought as a preliminary step. It departs from standard 

optimal control problems in several ways. It considers more than one stage, with a. 

switch from one stage to the other. The prom function as of the second stage explicitly 

depends on the timing of the switch. Costs an:~ associated with swltchest analogous to 

discrete Jumps in the state variables. Phases have different durations and so do stages 

of each phase. at least until a steady state is reached. if ever. Due to the multi .. periodic 

nature of each phase (s~wer~ll years), the trttnsmon to a steady state becomes a more 

tmportant problem than the charaotarisatlon of· a staady .. state. 

And yet, difficult as it is, this problem is a highly simplified otia. Namely, prices 

and cost$ have been considered constant. as have revenues from rehabilitation, when 
they should be variable and stochastic. System dynamics, particularly of watertable 

movements. and th~ equation for tree growth are also shnpllfled,, No interactions have 

been considered, and no unce.ttah1tlas assumed In effect$ on crop yields or 

rehabilitation functions. 

The approach :phase farming for sustainable agticulture 

Quite likely, phase farming is not and will not be a general practrce. Many other 

strategies are ava.ilable that take advantage of spatial, rather than temporal; synergies, 

Alley-farming. hedge rows, and alte specific strategies taking advantage of topography, 
hydrology and exposure to winds are examples~ HoW()Yer. It Is unlikely that the time 

element will ava1· be totally absent. Many traditional systf:!rns, atJoh as nomadft;m, 
transhum~nce, slash and burn and shifting cultivation, wet~ based on cyclical and 
recurrent patterns. Nevertheless; technological fnnovatlons and a structurally changing 

economy make very long term strategies somewhat frreiQVant. It f$ not clear how this 
conundrum may be solved! Possibly, limited phase farming, ~;;uch as eh$Uring a 
profitable return to $tage three, as considered lh this paper, may be sufflcle·nt~ A 
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strategy like minimising fhe cost of any future switch ma.y be an option preserving 

reversibility and ensuring flexibility. Switch--cost minimisation strategies{ subject to 

uncertain benefits over time, 1s as yet. an unexplored problem. 

The future : the ~conotnics of sustainable farming management 

The time for philosophical considerations on the sustain ability of agriculture. and 
of the economy in general, is Hkely to draw to its end. Although they have been USf)fUI 

tn highlighting the needs for research and attracting tho attention of researchers and 

funding bodies. lt is tirne to take Issue at a more operational level. From the quickly 

developing literature on the subJect. and from the exploratory cot1Siderations in this 

paper, several conclusions may b(l drawn for the future. regarding researoh of practical 

value in this field. 

Firstly. behind the general idea. of sustain ability, which acts. as a rallying emblem 

or battle banner rathar lhan as an operational concept. (Pannell and Sehlli~zi, 1996), 

very different and often extremely complex management· issues ,are involved. More 
often than not, these issues include long time horizons, time managernenti, 
uncertainties and sMchasUc processes. irreversibilities. and highly nonlinear, typically 
logistic dynamics, all at once. If problems are to be tackled in a tractable manner, they 

have to be broken up into sub-problems, the cost of which. however, means restricted 

applicability leading to a burgeoning of specific applications. This paper illustrates the 

matter. 

Secondly. the mathematics involved are becoming so ela.boratf;l tha.t more 
collaboration betw~en economists and mathematicians wm be necessary than has 

been the ca$e In the past. It is sim'"'ty inefficient for ecotlomtsts to Invest the time and 

energy In mastering the increasingly varied fields of advanced mathematiC$ needed to 

address sustalnabflity problems, Jndeed~ those mathamatlclans who have devoted most 
of their time and anergy to the appropriate mathotJ~j, who may be suffering from 

Increased budget cuts; are ln ri$ing need of applications to their solution procedures 
and algorithms. E:conomists would benefit from such dlvlslon of Jabour and 
collaboratfon all the more so that lnteractlons with the tudUtal science discipUnes, such 
as ecology. hydrology and soU $C:Iencet will be increasingly need~d. Mor~ so than Jn the 



past, there will be trade ... offa batwee11 convEmit;)nt. oot1VenUonat simplifications and 

relevance to real~world management problems. 

Thirdly, general qualitativo results, such as those using implicit. functit:H1al form$ 

only defined by thetr matharnatical properties~ will become Incroasfngly irrelevant, as 

the outcomes of not only tho magnitude, but the dfrectior1 of changes become 

parameter at'd number speetfic. For Instance, optimal management rules valid for 

sahmty abatement may m>t bo valid for <:\batamat\t of soH erosion: those valid for saline 

watertable abatement in monotonously sloping umd may not be valid in undulating 

regions; or those vahd for wind eroston abatement may not be valid for water erosion 

abatement. ever1 If the general optimising functtf\~~al always relates to farm proms. As 
dynamics are more seriously considarod. managoment. strategies heooma process-. 

specific. 
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